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aggressively Western, not amenable to order or obedient to
the government.
While the secular government had to recognise the inde- The privi-
pendent position of the Church in the Holy Land, it abo]g^ftbc
had to admit the existence of another independent authority sea-powers
—that of the maritime powers of Italy.    Pisa and Genoa had
not only assured the victory of the crusade ; their assistance
had also made possible the conquest of the seaports, without
which the position of the crusaders would have been extremely
hazardous.    They were not concerned with the religious side
of the crusade;   their interests were entirely commercial,
and as they had made themselves essential to success by their
dominance of the Eastern Mediterranean, they could dictate
their own terms.    They were granted exemption from tolls
throughout the kingdom;  a definite quarter was allotted to
them in each of the seaports;   and the supreme authority
of> their own magistrates in these areas made them extra-
territorial.   But if they were not under the orders of the
government, they often swayed its counsels and they con-
stantly disturbed its peace.   Pisa  and Genoa no longer
co-operated as they had done in-the Western Mediterranean;
they were fierce rivals for the Levantine trade.   Moreover,
a third competitor soon appeared in Venice, which had taken
no part in the First Crusade but after the capture of Jerusalem
realised the opportunity it had missed.   An expedition was
immediately equipped, and arrived opportunely to assist in
the capture of Haifa and to receive a trading quarter in that
town.   This was only a small beginning.   The Genoese and
Pisans had played a much larger part.    They had assisted
Godfrey to capture Jaffa, and in Baldwin I's reign were instru-
mental in reducing Beyrout, Sidon, Acre, Caesarea, and Arsuf.
Of the chief ports there only remained Tyre and Ascalon to
conquer.   Venice had to bestir herself if she was to have any
share in the Levantine trade.   In 1122 an expedition on a
grand scale was launched, and it arrived off Jaffa in 1123
in time to make itself indispensable.   First of all it decisively
defeated the Fatimite fleet from Egypt, and then in 1124
played a large part in the capture of Tyre.1   It had already
1 It was debated whether the attack should be made on Tyre or Ascalon,
and the question was decided by casting lots. Ascalon was only taken in
1152 by Baldwin III.

